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tmcforce

TMC Force is a Danish company with great experience within 
turning and milling of metal and plastic as well as plastic 
molding. Furthermore, we offer development of your products. 
Our customers range widely from car manufactures to one-man 
businesses.

The name TMC Force stands for Turning, Milling, Construction, and 
Force because we believe that this is our strength (Force). 

CONTACTISO CERTIFIED 

TMC Force A/S is DS/EN ISO 9001:2008 certified

Our well-documented quality management system ensures our 
customers a great comfort and a professional handling of orders.

INJECTION MOLDING

TMC Force offers injection molding. 

Since 1976, where we produced the first blowgun in plastic, we 
have built up a solid and versatile experience within injection 
molding and development of new items in plastic.

Our competences covers widely from the small batches to a 
constant mass production on fully automatic machines. 

Batch sizes from: one to a lot

ABOUT US

TMC Force started as a machine factory in 1963 under the name 
JWL.

Simultaneously with the work as subcontractors, JWL began in 
1975 own production of pneumatic equipment.

Our own production and many subcontractor productions have 
given us great experience, which we hope our customers can 
benefit from. 

Our customers range widely from the small one-man company to 
the big car manufactures - All from prototypes to medium sized 
batches.

Here are four good reasons to do business with us:
Innovation, skilled employees, a flexible machinery and great 
service.

Your needs and preferences are our challenges.
We always strive to be a professional and inventive supplier and 
manufacturer. 
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TURNING

TMC Force offers turning on our CNC (Computer Numeric Control) 
machines. We have a versatile machine park, which enables us to 
do turnings in most materials. From soft plastic to stainless steel.

In size, we work directly with bars and manually loaded material by 
big sizes.

For programming of our CNC machines, we use EdgeCam and IGF 
programming.   

Batch size from: one to a lot.

MILLING

TMC Force offers milling made with our CNC (Computer Numeric 
Control) machines. We do millings in most materials and with 
palette shift.

For programming of our CNC machines, we use EdgeCam and we 
draw in SolidWorks.

We process all types of materials - from soft plastic to stainless 
steel. 

Batch size from: one to a lot.

CONSTRUCTION

Besides manufacturing of metal and plastic items, we offer our 
customers the following services:

> Product ripening and construction of items. This includes 
   construction of prototypes both turned, milled and 3D printed.

> Construction or procuring of tools.

> To function as a business partner in your process from idea to a
    finished product.


